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NMIF Welcome to the 2021 Night of Heroes
Lieutenant General (USA, Ret) Mary A. Legere
Chair, National Military Intelligence Foundation (NMIF)
Colonel (USA, Ret) Chris Costa
Executive Director, International Spy Museum
Lieutenant Colonel (USA, Ret) Stephen Iwicki, NMIF President
Mrs. Tracy Iseler, Managing Director, Accenture Federal Services

Presentation of the NMIF Service Intelligence andDefense Intelligence 
Agencies and DHS Awards

Congratulatory Remarks
Lieutenant General Scott D. Berrier, USA
U.S. Army     U.S. Navy     U.S. Air Force    U.S. Marine Corps    U.S. Coast Guard

National Reconnaissance Office National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency 
National Security Agency Defense Intelligence Agency
Defense  - HUMINT    Defense - CI 
Department of Homeland Security

Presentation of the NMIF Scholarships

Chief Warrant Officer 3 (USA, Ret) Todd Robinson, Treasurer, NMIF 
Ms. Natalie Anderson, Scholarship Chair, NMIF

LTG James A. Williams Scholarship
Fecteau Family Scholarships
COL Scott St. Cyr Scholarship
Friends of NMIF Scholarships
The Michaela Robinson Scholarship

Congratulatory Remarks -Defense Intelligence Senior Intelligence Officer
General Paul M. Nakasone, USA
Director, National Security Agency/Commander, U.S. Cyber Command

Closing Remarks
LTG (USA, Ret) Mary A. Legere and
COL (USA, Ret) Chris Costa
LTC (USA, Ret) Stephen Iwicki and Mrs. Tracy Iseler
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U.S. Army
LTC Arthur D. Nicholson Award

Captain Robert A. Heber, Jr., USA

U.S. Army National Guard
COL Carl F. Eifler Award

Staff Sergeant Matthew Haberle, ARNG

U.S. Navy
VADM Rufus L. Taylor Award

Captain Joshua C. Himes, USN

U.S. Naval Reserve
VADM Rufus L. Taylor Award

Commander Gautam R. Kharkar, USNR

U.S. Air Force
Maj Gen Jack E. Thomas Award

Master Sergeant Victor J. Hayes, USAF

U.S. Air Force Reserve
Maj Gen Jack E. Thomas Award

Major Philip M. Caruso, USAFR

U.S. Marine Corps
Col Donald G. Cook Award

Master Sergeant Jennifer E. Holt, USMC

U.S. Marine Corps Reserve
Col James L. Jones Award

Lieutenant Colonel Andrea Stover, USMCR

U.S. Coast Guard
ADM Frederick C. Billard Award

Lieutenant Jacquelyn Tousignant, USCG

NMIF SERVICE INTELLIGENCE AWARDS
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U.S. Coast Guard Reserve
LT Charles S. Root Award

Intelligence Specialist Second Class Rafael Martinez, USCGR

NMIF AGENCY INTELLIGENCE AWARDS

National Reconnaissance Office
Jimmie D. Hill Award

Colonel Chad J. Davis, USAF

National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency
William F. Lackman, Jr., Award

Ms. Kateri W. Garcia

National Security Agency
Maj Gen John E. Morrison, Jr., Award

Major Samuel S. Timmons, USA

The Defense Intelligence Agency
John T. Hughes Award
Joshua E. Margolis

Department of Defense Human Intelligence
LTG Samuel V. Wilson Award

Mr. Russell P. Enderton

Department of Defense Counterintelligence
COL John Lansdale, Jr., Award

Mr. Logan Gruenthal

Department of Homeland Security
LTG Patrick M. Hughes Award

Dr. Bryan Pendleton
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The United States Army
Lieutenant Colonel Arthur D. Nicholson Award

presented to
Captain Robert A. Heber, Jr., USA

For professional intelligence excellence and exceptional dedication to
duty. CPT Heber is an intelligence professional who inspires the highest
standards of dedication, performance, and sacrifice. CPT Heber served
as the Eastern Europe Troop Commander (Ukraine) focused on Russian
hybrid warfare activities at the Asymmetric Warfare Group from May
2016 – October 2018 and as the 902d MI GRP (CI) S2 from December
2019 - 2021. He served in an outstanding manner and his courage and
commitment to gaining battlefield intelligence that prepares DoD and
Army decision makers, mirrors the courageous selfless service displayed
by LTC Nicholson. His selfless service, dedication to duty· and tireless
efforts are clearly in keeping with the example set by the late LTC.
Arthur D. Nicholson and reflect great credit upon himself and all US
Army intelligence professionals.

The Lieutenant Colonel Arthur D. Nicholson Award commemorates an outstanding
military intelligence officer who gave his life in the course of exercising his
profession. LTC Nicholson was an officer of exceptional talents. He was on a
legitimate mission in East Germany in 1985 when he was shot by a Soviet guard
and left to die. His courage in taking risks to accomplish his mission and his cruel
death in the line of duty mark him as a heroic intelligence professional inspiring
the highest standards of dedication, performance, and sacrifice.
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The United States Army National Guard
Colonel Carl F. Eifler Award

presented to
Staff Sergeant Matthew Haberle, ARNG

For exceptional meritorious service while serving as U.S. Army Europe
and Africa’s Federated Intelligence Program Mission Manager in
Pennsylvania in support of the European Defense Initiative. SSG Haberle’s
leadership, professional skill, and operational fortitude were vital to the
effectiveness and overall success of the mission. His ceaseless pursuit
of excellence and ability to coach, teach, and mentor Soldiers directly
impacted Pennsylvania military intelligence readiness and retention
while simultaneously strengthening the 66

th Military Intelligence Brigade’s
production capacity. SSG Haberle’s distinguished performance is in
keeping with the finest traditions of military service and reflect great
credit upon himself, the Pennsylvania Army National Guard, and the
United States Army.

Colonel Carl F. Eifler enlisted in the Army Reserve as a private in 1928 and
received a commission after completing his officer training through correspon-
dence courses. In 1942 while assigned to the Office of the Coordinator of
Information (COI), later renamed the Office of Strategic Services, General William
Donovan directed COL Eifler to establish and train a paramilitary unit in the
China/Burma/India Theater. COL Eifler and this unit, called Detachment 101,
established a school to teach selected indigenous people all aspects of espionage
and sabotage. During World War II, Detachment 101 and its agents were respon-
sible for rescuing over 200 downed airmen, sabotaging the railroad system, and
clearing the enemy from more than 10,000 square miles. They were credited with
5,428 Japanese kills and 10,000 wounded, while the detachment itself experi-
enced only 22 American and 184 indigenous people killed. COL Eifler received
the Legion of Merit and the Air Medal for his acts of bravery and was inducted into
the Military Intelligence Corps Hall of Fame in 1988.
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The United States Navy
Vice Admiral Rufus L. Taylor Award

presented to
Captain Joshua C. Himes, USN

For outstanding leadership as the Commander, Joint Intelligence Center
Central, Intelligence Directorate, United States Central Command. Captain
Himes’ passionate leadership and incredible work ethic during heightened
tensions in the USCENTCOM Area of Responsibility punctuated by spikes
of state-on state violence during the maximum pressure campaign against
Iran and against ISIS and Al Qaeda leadership embody the excellence and
exceptional dedication embodied by Vice Admiral Rufus L. Taylor.

The Vice Admiral Rufus L. Taylor Award commemorates the exceptional
achievements of an outstanding Naval Intelligence career professional. Admiral
Taylor was a superb manager and signals intelligence (SIGINT) analyst. He was
involved in the analysis of Japanese codes in World War II that provided critical
intelligence to Naval commanders and contributed to battle successes. Admiral
Taylor served as the Director of Naval Intelligence and in other positions of
eminence. His contributions and sustained record of excellence set a hallmark for
Naval Intelligence professionals.
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The United States Naval Reserve
Vice Admiral Rufus L. Taylor Award

presented to
Commander Gautam R. Kharkar, USNR

This award recognizes the leadership, excellence in intelligence, and
exceptional dedication to duty displayed as the Commanding Officer of a
front-line unit and dual-hatted as Director for Defense Intelligence Agency
Asia-Pacific Regional Center’s Joint Reserve Intelligence Support Element,
an 80-member multi-Service unit with Reservists serving globally.
Commander Kharkar’s selfless dedication, demonstrated leadership,
professionalism, and proven achievement were critical to the unit’s
intelligence mission and his Sailor’s professional development.

The Vice Admiral Rufus L. Taylor Award commemorates the exceptional
achievements of an outstanding Naval Intelligence career professional. Admiral
Taylor was a superb manager and signals intelligence (SIGINT) analyst. He was
involved in the analysis of Japanese codes in World War II that provided critical
intelligence to Naval commanders and contributed to battle successes. Admiral
Taylor served as the Director of Naval Intelligence and in other positions of
eminence. His contributions and sustained record of excellence set a hallmark for
Naval Intelligence professionals.
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The United States Air Force
Major General Jack E. Thomas Award

presented to
Master Sergeant Victor J. Hayes, USAF

Distinguished himself as Section Chief, 548th Operations Support Squadron,
548th Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Group, 480th Intelli-
gence Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Wing, Air Combat Command,
Beale Air Force Base, California from 1 July 2019 to 30 June 2020.  During
this period, Sergeant Hayes, fulfilled a 187-day deployment to Afghanistan,
leading a joint team of 139 personnel providing direct support to 156 troops
in 13 combat raids. In addition, he led a 9-person crisis team delivering critical
intelligence to 4 national organizations securing the evacuation of 75
Americans.

The Major General Jack E. Thomas Award celebrates the unsurpassed intelligence
contributions made by General Thomas for over fifty years. General Thomas rose
to prominence as Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence, at Headquarters U.S. Air
Force in the 1960s, and served with the CIA and DoD. A leader, a professional,
and a scholar, General Thomas made a profound and lasting contribution to U.S.
national intelligence and the entire Intelligence Community.
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The United States Air Force - Reserve Component
Major General Jack E. Thomas Award

presented to
Major Philip M. Caruso, USAFR

Major Caruso Distinguished himself as Strategy Branch Chief, South and
Central Asia Division, Directorate for Strategy, Plans, and Policy, Office of
the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, from 1 July 2019 to 30 June 2020.
When deployed to the FEMA Element in New York City, he led a joint team
coordinating intelligence and operations support to the DOD COVID-19
response.  His team coordinated a convention center conversion into the
largest DOD hospital in 14 days resulting in 1,200 lives saved.  He
masterminded a data collection and analysis effort, tracking 23,000 hospital
and 4,000 intensive care beds to facilitate military support operations. He
also advised the New York City Commissioner of Emergency Management
on integration of 4,000 DOD personnel and a Navy hospital ship into the
city’s medical system.

For his leadership, he is recognized as Air Reserve Components very best,
a distinction which reflects credit upon himself and the United States Air
Force.

The Major General Jack E. Thomas Award celebrates the unsurpassed intelligence
contributions made by General Thomas for over fifty years. General Thomas rose
to prominence as Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence, at Headquarters U.S. Air
Force in the 1960s, and served with the CIA and DoD. A leader, a professional,
and a scholar, General Thomas made a profound and lasting contribution to U.S.
national intelligence and the entire Intelligence Community.
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The United States Marine Corps
Colonel Donald G. Cook Award

presented to
Master Sergeant Jennifer E. Holt, USMC

MSgt Jennifer Holt USMC distinguished herself while serving as the
USINDOPACOM Senior Enlisted Leader for the Collections Division and
Marine Element.  MSgt Holt expertly guided a team of 50 military, civilian,
and contract personnel responsible for validation of all INDOPACOM
collection requirements including the scheduling, tracking and assessment of
3,600 airborne ISR missions providing over 15,000 hours of intelligence
collection.  These efforts provided unprecedented insight into Great Power
Competition, supported counter terror operations, provided increased
understanding of adversary strategic weapons systems, and fed high value
intelligence provided to the President, Chiefs of Staffs, Combatant
Commanders, and tactical units.  MSgt Holt’s outstanding leadership and
technical expertise upheld the highest standards of professionalism embodied
in the Colonel Donald G. Cook Award.

The Colonel Donald G. Cook Award commemorates a superb Marine Corps
intelligence officer who was captured and, in 1967, died in captivity while a POW
in Vietnam. He received the Medal of Honor for conspicuous gallantry and
courage; for unselfishly putting the interests of his comrades before his own well-
being; and for his leadership, indomitable spirit, and adherence to the highest
standards of ethical behavior and the Code of Conduct. He set a profound example
of patriotic dedication and professional excellence.
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The United States Marine Corps Reserve
Colonel James L. Jones Award

presented to
Lieutenant Colonel Andrea Stover, USMCR

Lieutenant Colonel Andrea Stover, USMCR distinguished herself while
serving as Special Projects Officer and Operations Officer, Intelligence
Division, Deputy Commandant for Information during 2020. LtCol Stover
conducted a Marine Corps wide assessment of intelligence support to
cyberspace operations to identify capabilities, gaps and solution strategies
to support force development for Operations in the Information Environment.
Creating the first document of its kind, LtCol Stover applied her refined
project management skills and subject matter expertise to produce a fully
researched and expertly analyzed final product which will substantially inform
the design and requirement identification of Marine Corps Intelligence as
envisioned by the Commandant of Marine Corps’ Force Design 2030.
Concurrent to her work on intelligence support to cyberspace operations,
LtCol Stover continued to serve as the Reserve Deputy Directory for
Analysis (J22), J2, Joint Chiefs of Staff coordinating reserve intelligence
support for a real world J2 Crisis Response Team and Exercise Positive
Response 20. LtCol Stover’s outstanding performance of duty epitomized
the values and commitment in the long and distinguished tradition of the
citizen Marine embodied in the Colonel James L. Jones Award.

Colonel James L. Jones, United States Marine Corps Reserve, was a decorated
World War II intelligence officer and pioneer of expeditionary force reconnaissance.
Colonel Jones served as G-2 for Amphibious Corps, Atlantic Fleet (February-
September 1942), and G-2 for Amphibious Corps, Pacific Fleet (October-December
1943). Later as Commanding Officer, Amphibious Reconnaissance Company
(1943-1944), he received two Legions of Merit for duty in the Gilbert and Marshall
Islands Campaign, and as Commanding Officer, Amphibious Reconnaissance
Battalion (1944-1945), he received a Silver Star for the Saipan-Tinian-Okinawa
Campaign. Returning to civilian life in 1946 he resumed employment with
International Harvester Export Company as a sales representative and later sales
manager for South Africa and France, Colonel Jones is the embodiment of the
citizen Marine.
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The United States Coast Guard
Admiral Frederick C. Billard Award

presented to
Lieutenant Jacquelyn Tousignant, USCG

This year’s ADM Billard Award is presented to Lieutenant Junior Grade
TOUSIGNANT for her exceptional contributions to Coast Guard Intelligence
from January through December 2020. Stepping up to the role of Acting Chief
of the Living Marine Resources Section at Maritime Intelligence Fusion Center
Pacific, she introduced new tools and methods for intelligence support to
combating illegal, unregulated, and unreported fishing (IUUF). Her innovative
approach to countering IUUF networks gained insights that drew the interest
of agencies across the U.S. Government, up to and including the White House.
Tracing foreign fishing vessel ownership through layers of shell companies to
ultimate beneficiaries, often Chinese state-owned enterprises, LTJG
TOUSIGNANT and her team uncovered a wide range of illicit behavior beyond
IUUF, including forced labor, public corruption, malign influence, and espionage.
Her work highlighted China’s use of its distant water fishing activities to gain
access to coastal and archipelagic countries around the world in order to exercise
malign influence and to gain advantages in great power competition. Working
with Customs and Border Protection, FBI, Treasury, Department of State, Secret
Service, and multiple Department of Defense entities, LTJG TOUSIGNANT
leveraged complementary interests, authorities, and enforcement capabilities.
In turn, her engagement with the interagency, nongovernmental organizations,
and foreign partners significantly improved intelligence support to Coast Guard
and partner country fisheries enforcement operational successes in the western,
central, and north Pacific. LTJG TOUSIGNANT’s professional excellence
and dedication to duty are most heartily commended and are in keeping with
the highest traditions of the United States Coast Guard.

Admiral Billard served as the Coast Guards Sixth Commandant during the
Prohibition Era.   An early advocate for intelligence capabilities to support
operations, Admiral Billard was the first Coast Guard Commandant to direct the
establishment of an intelligence center dedicated to gathering, evaluating, and
disseminating information.

Admiral Billard, was the first to commission electronic surveillance collection
vessels. He also established a network of monitoring stations to detect, counter,
and interdict illegal smuggling activities.  His vision, and advocacy for intelligence
capabilities, supporting the Coast Guard, continues to guide and inspire Coast
Guard Leaders and intelligence professionals today.
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The United States Coast Guard
Lieutenant Charles S. Root Award

presented to
Intelligence Specialist Second Class Rafael Martinez, USCGR

As the resident fisheries intelligence expert for Sector Long Island Sound,
Petty Officer Martinez developed the Sector’s Living Marine Resource (LMR)
analysis and targeting products by synthesizing data from multiple government
databases, enabling intelligence-driven operations. Recognizing the need to
provide operational context to the LMR mission set, he developed a cost
assessment system for Enforcement Action Reports (EARs) issued by Sector
Assets, providing a “street value” of illegal catches interdicted. His efforts
directly contributed to the issuance of 26 EARs for illegal catch valued at over
$87,000. Of particular note, his expertise proved critical for the effective targeting
of a specific fishing vessel.  He identified continued suspicious trends in the
vessel’s fishing activity after the vessel had been boarded by Coast Guard
assets, which indicated that the master intentionally violated fisheries regulations
without concern for further law enforcement action. His efforts resulted in the
recognition of additional suspicious activity by the vessel and several subsequent
boardings by Sector and Station boarding teams, culminating in the reporting of
efforts by the crew to hide illegal catch from the boarding teams in a Field
Intelligence Report (FIR), which subsequently won FIR of the Week. During
the summer of 2020, with the majority of the Sector Intelligence Staff either
newly reported or on temporary duty orders, he coordinated to support the
office by consolidating several monthly drill dates into the month of July. His
efforts provided critical support to the Intelligence Staff, resulting in the successful
targeting of several high-value Highly Migratory Species fishing vessels, resulting
in several violations. Petty Officer MARTINEZ’s professional excellence and
dedication to duty are most heartily commended and are in keeping with the
highest traditions of the United States Coast Guard.

As the Coast Guard’s first designated “Intelligence Officer” and head of the first
intelligence section within the Coast Guard, Lieutenant Charles S. Root was
instrumental in the greater use and understanding of intelligence in support of
Coast Guard operations. He was Admiral Billard’s Intelligence Officer during the
Prohibition Era, and provided exceptional support to the Commandant and
operational commanders. His initiatives were well received and critical to the
operational excellence the Coast Guard experienced during the Prohibition Era.
From an office of one, he established the Coast Guard’s very first intelligence
section to gather, evaluate, and disseminate information pertaining to smugglers’
practices and plans.
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 The National Reconnaissance Office
Jimmie D. Hill Award

presented to
Colonel Chad J. Davis, USAF

Colonel Chad J. Davis, Director, Office of Space Launch, is hereby awarded
the National Reconnaissance Office Jimmie D. Hill Award for his exemplary
dedication and professional excellence in support of military intelligence
through the advancement of satellite reconnaissance, directly supporting
our warfighters across the globe. Col Davis’ record of success is testimony
to his significant and long-lasting contributions to our Nation.  In spite of the
COVID-19 pandemic, while much of the Nation was forced to halt work
and accept major impacts to operations, Colonel Davis led his team to
safely and successfully place 10 war-winning satellites on orbit, ensuring
continued access to space and bolstering intelligence collection capabilities.
His team navigated international constraints to execute the first-ever NRO
launches from a foreign launch site.  His team also operated 68,000 satellite
contacts with a 99.8% mission success rate, and conducted three national
spacecraft transports with zero schedule impacts.  Additionally, Colonel
Davis ensured national technical means would be safely placed on orbit
through 2028, utilizing a partnership with the United States Space Force’s
National Security Space Launch Program, while simultaneously securing
the National Reconnaissance Office’s first multi-award, 10-year launch
contract, streamlining launch acquisition timelines.  His exceptional
leadership, willingness to take on challenges, and continued contributions
ensured support to the United States military, making him most deserving
of the Jimmie D. Hill Award.

The National Reconnaissance Office recognizes professional excellence,
innovation, dedication, and exceptional contributions to the advancement of
satellite reconnaissance with the Jimmie D. Hill Award. Award winners exemplify
the professional achievement for which Mr. Hill is legendary. Throughout his long
and storied government career, Mr. Hill vigorously sought bold advancements for
space-based reconnaissance with tenacious leadership and renowned technical
acumen. Individuals awarded this honor follow Mr. Hill’s example with their long-
term dedication and tireless efforts to dramatically enhance the productivity,
viability, and utility of space-based reconnaissance systems.
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The National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency
William F. Lackman, Jr., Award

presented to
Ms. Kateri W. Garcia

For distinguished service as a geospatial intelligence analyst with the National
Geospatial-Intelligence Agency from 2017 to 2020. Ms. Garcia displayed
sustained exceptional support to US Military Intelligence and operational
forces. Ms. Garcia’s tireless efforts increased advancements in LIDAR
and high-resolution 3D technologies that enable automated precision
targeting, which directly enhanced accuracy and overall lethality of current
and planned weapon systems. Ms. Garcia has performed at the highest
levels supporting the mission of the US Military Intelligence Community
and Department of Defense.

The National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency’s award was established in memory
of the first Director of the Central Imagery Office (CIO), Mr. William F. Lackman,
Jr. Mr. Lackman served our nation for 40 years. He served 22 years as an infantry
officer in the U.S. Army, retiring as a Colonel. Subsequently, he served another 18
years in the Intelligence Community. He forged the CIO as an organization
committed to enhancing the value of imagery intelligence to U.S. national security
and military success.
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The National Security Agency
Major General John E. Morrison, Jr., Award

presented to
Major Samuel S. Timmons, USA

This year’s Major General John E. Morrison, Jr., Award is presented to
Major Samuel S. Timmons, U.S. Army, for professional excellence,
leadership, and exemplary dedication to the mission. A graduate of the
Junior Office Cryptologic Career Program, Major Timmons excelled in
five diverse work center tours. He served as the Southern Military District
Line Chief, leading a 13-member joint team that provided timely indications
and warning of enemy until preparedness. Additionally, he played a pivotal
role in the vetting and prosecution of targets gleaned from first-time collection
of signals intelligence. Based on his intricate tasking and reporting
coordination with experts across the Intelligence Community and other
government entities, the United States was able to successfully launch missile
strikes against enemy targets. Furthermore, he identified tactics, techniques,
and procedures of an integrated battlefield system being employed by a
near-peer adversary during a deployment out forward.

Major Samuel S. Timmons’ technical expertise and leadership skills bring
great credit upon him and are in keeping with the highest standards set by
Major General Morrison.

Major General John E. Morrison’s career accomplishments, extending over forty
years, represent the epitome of professionalism in the Signals Intelligence and
Communications fields. Following his Army Signal Corps service in the South
Pacific during World War II he helped establish the Air Force Security Service and
assisted in creating the Armed Forces Security Agency, the predecessor of NSA.
He also played a key role in establishing the Air Force Communications Service
and served with DCA. During his career he commanded field units and served in
various responsible headquarters positions in the USAF and with NSA. After
retirement he was appointed Chairman of the DCI SIGINT Committee and he
served as Chief, Intelligence Community Affairs, NSA. General Morrison’s
distinguished service set a benchmark of excellence in intelligence support on
behalf of our nation.
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The Defense Intelligence Agency
John T. Hughes Award

presented to
Joshua E. Margolis

Mr. Joshua  E. Margolis distinguished himself by extraordinary and
measurable contributions to the Asia Pacific Regional Center, East Asia
Division, from January 1, 2020, through January 1, 2021.  During this
period, Mr. Margolis exerted an extraordinary level of influence on the
United States’ and allied partners’ approach to global competition with
China.  His reshaping of how the Defense Intelligence Agency and the
Intelligence Community assesses Chinese military capabilities, at large,
was a major contributing factor in a national-level reassessment of and
change in national strategy toward China as a global competitor.  His
actions as a senior intelligence analyst resulted in a significant change in
military capabilities analysis, and his leadership and mentorship of
analysts is directly responsible for the development of a highly capable
and competent group of subject matter experts that will serve the
community for years to come.  Mr. Margolis’s distinguished
accomplishments and commitment to the mission reflect the highest
credit on himself, the Defense Intelligence Agency, and the Department
of Defense.

Mr. John Hughes represented the best and the brightest of our civil service
intelligence professionals. His dedication to excellence was legendary and
led to his central role on the Cuban Missile Crisis intelligence team. For more
than two decades after that, Mr. Hughes remained in the center of intelligence
activities as Director of Collection and Foreign Intelligence in DIA. He briefed
Presidents, Congressmen, and foreign dignitaries. He established a sustained
record of excellence, outstanding dedication, in-depth meticulous preparation,
and overall superb performance. He received the nation’s highest civilian
awards and earned the profound respect and accolades of all. He set an
example of the highest standards of professionalism in the Intelligence
Community.
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Defense Intelligence Agency Directorate of Operations
Lieutenant General Samuel V. Wilson Award

presented to
Mr. Russell P. Enderton

Mr. Russell P. Enderton distinguished himself by exceptionally meritorious
service during 2020. His actions were influential in the success of
HUMINT activities carried out by global Special Operations
Components. Mr. Enderton’s Expert advice aided the Commander,
USSOCOM and the USSOCOM Director of Intelligence in decision
making regarding HUMINT operational matters, resource related issues
for HUMINT and other sensitive activities, and helped conduct executive
level oversight and management for a global capability.  He shaped
executive-level management and oversight procedures of sensitive
activities conducted by multiple SOF Components, which was
instrumental in the successful execution of HUMINT operations
conducted globally. Mr. Enderton’s tireless efforts and indefatigable spirit
played a pivotal role to enhance partnerships with other elements of the
Intelligence Community which enabled a whole of government approach
to support DoD and National level requirements focused on the highest
priorities. Mr. Enderton’s actions reflect great credit upon himself, the
United States Special Operations Command, and the Department of
Defense.

The Lieutenant General Samuel V. Wilson award for DoD Human Intelligence
(HUMINT) is managed by the DIA Directorate for Operations.  General Wilson was
in the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), served with Merrill’s Marauders in Burma
receiving two Silver Stars, was an Army Foreign Area Specialist, conducted
HUMINT operations, served in the Defense Attaché Corps, and had tours in
Special Operations and the CIA’s Clandestine Services.  General Wilson is
credited with coining the term “counterinsurgency” and for helping to create
Delta Force.  He served from infantry Private to Lieutenant General, commanded
a Special Forces Group and the Special Warfare School, and retired as the
Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency.
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Defense Intelligence Agency Directorate for Operations
Colonel John Lansdale, Jr., Award

 presented to
Mr. Logan Gruenthal

Special Agent Logan Gruenthal, United States Army Civilian,
distinguished himself for exceptional accomplishments while assigned
in support of Joint CI Operations in Kuwait, USCENTCOM’s largest
Non-Joint Operating Area CI community. Special Agent Gruenthal led
USCENTCOM’s largest CI targeting effort, coordinating efforts of 40
United States Government intelligence organizations, agencies, and
service components, against an identified Foreign Intelligence Network.
Special Agent Gruenthal’s leadership and exemplary support to the
counterintelligence community has significantly increased the U.S. CI
community’s understanding of the complex threat environment, ultimately
improving effectiveness of CI targeting and collection. Special Agent
Gruenthal has brought great credit upon himself, the Office of Military
Cooperation - Kuwait, United State Central Command, and the
Department of Defense.

Colonel John Lansdale, Jr., served as head of intelligence and security for the
Manhattan Project.  Colonel Lansdale distinguished himself for his work with the
Manhattan Project and the ALSOS Mission. Protecting the secrecy of the project
was one of the most complex and vital Counterintelligence (CI) operations of the
war.  Through his work, Colonel Lansdale quietly and efficiently built a CI
program which maintained maximum security for the project.  Additionally, he was
the major author of the ALSOS Mission, which gathered intelligence on German
nuclear capabilities.  Representing the best aspects of CI, Colonel Lansdale, a
volunteer, possessed the sensibilities of the civilian sector combined with an
officer’s innate understanding of the military ethos and the importance of CI to our
nation’s security.
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The Department of Homeland Security
Lieutenant General Patrick M. Hughes Award

presented to
Dr. Bryan Pendleton

For professional intelligence excellence and exceptional dedication to
the protection of the Homeland, Dr. Bryan T. Pendleton is hereby
awarded the National Military Intelligence Foundation’s LTG Patrick
M. Hughes Award. Dr. Pendleton’s efforts led to the DHS Office of
Intelligence Analysis (I&A) being recognized within the Intelligence
Community (IC) as the preeminent lead in intelligence activities that
address national security concerns related to nontraditional collection
and theft of sensitive technology, research and intellectual property.
His innovative approaches to accelerate the discovery and delivery of
identity and network-based intelligence to counter national security threat
actors through the adoption and application of advanced exploitation
methods, unique DHS data, emerging technologies, and sound targeting
tradecraft mark him as a visionary IC leader. His efforts directly enabled
more than 300 intelligence professionals from at least 25 different
agencies to bring their collective analytic efforts to bear on this unique
national security issue. Dr. Pendleton’s devotion to duty and leadership
are unsurpassed and set the standard of excellence intended for
recognition by the LTG Patrick M. Hughes Award.

The Lieutenant General Patrick M. Hughes Award celebrates an outstanding
career of over 40 years in government service to our nation.  After decades of
exceptional service in key intelligence assignments within the Department of
Defense, General Hughes worked tirelessly as Assistant Secretary for Information
Analysis, Department of Homeland Security, to ensure that national and military
intelligence capabilities were utilized to the fullest extent possible in support of
homeland security and defense. This award is provided annually to the outstanding
homeland security intelligence professional who best represents the high standards
set by General Hughes.
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The National Military Intelligence Foundation is pleased to announce the results
of its 2021– 2022 scholarship competition.  This year, NMIF received a total
of 47 applications from students representing 25 different universities.  A total
of 8 merit scholarships are being awarded to students enrolled in undergraduate
and graduate studies related to intelligence and national security.

The LTG James A. Williams Scholarship: As NMIF’s first named scholarship,
we recognize the more than 25 years LTG Williams devoted to the National
Military Intelligence Association and National Military Intelligence Foundation,
and over 56 years of service to our nation. His leadership, mentorship, and
unflagging devotion to the military intelligence profession provides the model
to which all intelligence practitioners aspire.  NMIF is proud to honor the legacy
of this great leader and appreciate the support of the Williams family in helping
to fund this scholarship.

Fecteau Family Scholarships: We are extremely grateful for the continued
generosity and support of the Fecteau family to the NMIF scholarship
program. This year the Fecteau Family supports three scholarships.  Mr. Bob
Fecteau is a retired Army Intelligence officer who served as the Chief
Information Officer for the U.S. Army Intelligence and Security Command
(INSCOM) and as CIO within BAE systems.  Bob recently retired after serving
six years as the CIO of SAIC.

The Colonel Scott St. Cyr Scholarship: This scholarship is in memory of a
great leader in Army military intelligence.  Over his 32 year career, COL St.
Cyr’s assignments took him to locations across the U.S., South Korea,
Germany, Kosovo, Turkey, Iraq, Afghanistan and Belgium.  He was regarded
throughout his career for his exuberant energy, sense of humor, and above all
his sincerity and respect for the men and women who served with him.  Several
of Scott’s friends work with NMIF to fund this scholarship in his memory.

Friends of NMIF Scholarships: The National Military Intelligence Foundation
would like to thank another group of individuals we call the Friends of NMIF
who all made significant individual donations this year that help NMIF operate,
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publish the American Intelligence Journal, and fund scholarships. This year,
thanks to the generosity of our members and individual donors, the NMIF is
proud to present four additional merit scholarships.

The Michaela Robinson Merit Scholarship fund: This scholarship was
created to honor Michaela Robinson and to help young women who are
determined to have careers serving others.  Michaela dedicated her time helping
others while working towards her goals, hopes and dreams.  This scholarship
is a way for her family, friends, and colleagues to honor her memory and to
keep her dream alive by helping other young women.

2021-2022 Scholarship Winners

Lieutenant General James A. Williams Scholarship

Evelyn Burch Jones is a graduate student at Johns Hopkins University
pursuing a M.S. in Geospatial Intelligence. She currently works as an imagery
analysis intern for the Department of Defense. She graduated summa cum
laude from Angelo State University in 2019 with a Bachelor of Arts in Political
Science and minors in French, Geoscience, and Geography. Jones recently
completed an internship with the U.S. Agency for International Development’s
Liberia Mission in GIS, graphic design, and research. During the past academic
year, she contributed GEOINT reports on topics ranging from refugee crises
to environmental disasters through the AllSource Analysis Network and
volunteered with a United Nations office to map the spread of COVID-19 in
Central Asia. Previously, she interned on Capitol Hill and completed a fellowship
with a D.C. think tank. Jones currently lives in St. Louis, Missouri and will
pursue a career in the intelligence community after graduation.

Recipient of a Fecteau Family Scholarship:

Aya Yousuf is a graduate student at Johns Hopkins University School of
Advanced International Studies pursuing an M.A. in International Relations
with a concentration in Security, Strategy, and Statecraft. She previously
obtained an undergraduate degree in Political Science and Economics with a
concentration in Foreign and National Security Affairs at the University of
Nebraska at Omaha. During her undergraduate experience, she worked as a
research assistant for the National Counterterrorism, Innovation, Technology
and Education Center focusing on homegrown extremists. Further, she was
selected as the Chuck Hagel Fellow for the University of Chicago Project on
Security & Threats as a militant propaganda analyst.



Recipient of a Fecteau Family Scholarship:

Tressa Hobbs is a second-year graduate student at Johns Hopkins University
pursuing an M.S. in Geospatial Intelligence. She previously graduated magna
cum laude from Iowa State University with a B.A. in Anthropology and minors
in Classics and Geospatial Information Systems. Her research interests include
studying emerging and current threat environments, climate change and its
impact on national security, counterterrorism, and disaster and humanitarian
crisis management.

Recipient of a Fecteau Family Scholarship:

Gillian Hand is a graduate student at the Institute of World Politics pursuing
an M.A. in Statecraft and National Security Affairs with a specialization in
intelligence studies. She has extensive experience studying Mandarin through
formal education and various study abroad programs. In recent years, she
has also completed a number of national security research internships where
she has learned the importance of intelligence.

Recipient of a Fecteau Family Scholarship:

SrA Matthew T. Dean, USAF, is a second-year graduate student in
American University’s School of International Service, pursuing his M.A.
in International Affairs: U.S. Foreign Policy – Asia. He previously obtained
a B.A. in International Politics; Global and National Security concentration,
and two minors: Chinese Language and Security & Risk Analysis from
Pennsylvania State University. In addition to his graduate studies and military
service, he serves as a Cyber Threat Intelligence Analyst with The Cyber
Security Forum Initiative and a Counterterrorism Analyst Intern with The
Counterterrorism Group – PACOM (Asia and Pacific Region). Moreover,
his interests in foreign affairs, the cyber realm, current studies and military
career provide him the vital skills for a career in intelligence and defense.

Recipient of the Colonel Scott St. Cyr Scholarship:

Nicholas Brodfuehrer is an undergraduate student pursuing double majors
in Intelligence Studies and Political Science at Mercyhurst University. At
Mercyhurst, he is very involved on campus serving as a current Student
Government President in Student Government, as a Resident Assistant in
student dorms, and an Admissions Ambassador. Nicholas is also a project
lead analyst within Mercyhurst’s Innovation Entente Lab Beehive,



performing business intelligence work for startup businesses or businesses
looking to grow. This past year, Nicholas completed two internships with
Pfizer and the Department of Justice, each providing him an experience of
a lifetime. His current goal after graduation is to work within the federal
government, within public policy, or involved within politics. 

Recipient of the NMIF Scholarship:

Emma Palmberg is an undergraduate student at Patrick Henry College
pursuing a degree in Strategic Intelligence in National Security.
Throughout her time in college, she has been fortunate to be involved in
a variety of opportunities, providing her practical experience in her field.
She has served as an analyst and editor on the Vanguard Report, an
editor on the European Geopolitical Review, and interned with The
Counterterrorism Group (CTG) as a counterterrorism analyst. During
her time at CTG, she worked on the Illicit Financial and Economic
Threats team and was featured on the Threat Intelligence Podcast. She
looks forward to further growing in the field of intelligence and making
an impact on national security.

Recipient of the Michaela Robinson Scholarship:
Laren Reesman is an honors undergraduate student at Mercyhurst
University graduating December 2021 with a bachelor’s degree in
Intelligence Studies and minors in French and Anti-money Laundering.
She is the president of Mercyhurst’s French Club as well as a student
athlete on the women’s soccer team. Laren also worked in Mercyhurst’s
Center for Intelligence Research, Analysis and Training (CIRAT) as an
analyst for private and government entities on global and investigative
issues. As part of her support to CIRAT, she served as a team lead for
Johns Hopkins University’s APL IARPA FOCUS Project. Upon graduating,
Laren hopes to pursue a master’s or gain entry-level experience in a national
security or law enforcement analysis career.

Congratulations to all of our scholarship winners and thank you, again, to
our Scholarship Sponsors for your generosity and all you do to help these
aspiring professionals on their journeys.
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On behalf of the NMIF Boards of Directors and Officers, we would like to
thank you for being a part of this year’s Night of Heroes.

On this festive occasion, we celebrate and honor outstanding intelligence
professionals selected by the leaders of service and agency intelligence
organizations for their exceptional contributions to our nation. We also take
this opportunity to recognize and celebrate all members of the military
intelligence profession and their colleagues who support U.S., coalition, and
allied military operations around the world, and our homeland security
efforts throughout the United States. We thank them for their service and
we renew our commitment to support and recognize their efforts to the
fullest extent possible.

We are grateful for the work of many volunteers who have made this event
possible. We especially wish to recognize Lt Col (USAF, Ret) James Eden,
Natalie Anderson, COL (USA, Ret) Sharon Hamilton,  LTC (USA, Ret)
Ken Diller, CW3 (USA, Ret) Todd Robinson, Tracy Iseler, and so many
members of the NMIF Board for their truly outstanding efforts this year.
NMIF want s to send a special thank you to  COL (USA, Ret) Chris Costa
and all the staff at the International Spy Museum, without who this event
would not have been possible.

We appreciate the participation of the leadership of the Intelligence
Community and other senior government leaders (or their representatives)
in our ceremony.

We hope you have enjoyed your evening!

LTG (USA, Ret) Mary A. Legere
Chair, National Military Intelligence Foundation

Maj Gen (USAF, Ret) Linda Urrutia-Varhall
Vice-Chair, National Military Intelligence Foundation

LTC (USA, Ret) Steve Iwicki
President, National Military Intelligence Foundation




